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Welcome

Our vision for research at Ara Institute of Canterbury is:
“Creative, applied research that inspires teaching and learning and responds to community
and industry needs”.

As an applied vocational education institute, we are proud that our tutors are excellent
teachers, excellent practitioners in their industry, and excellent practitioners of research,
developing leading-edge knowledge around their disciplines to inform their teaching.
Research practice is one way that supports students in learning the “soft” skills of problem
solving, critical thinking, application of knowledge, working in teams and communication.
Ara’s research is inspired by connections across our community, for example:

• Students - addressing Pasifika student success, more authentic assessments and place
  as a teaching resource
• Workforce - looking to the future for a sustainable workforce in nursing
• Health - understanding chronic pain to inform better treatments
• Industry - improving the productivity of our construction sector
• Liveability of our city – inspiring art works
• Award winning photography

For these reasons we have chosen a name for our research publication - Ara Research
Kōrero - to reflect Ara’s values of hihiri (inspire) and hono (connect).
We are delighted to present some of our researchers who have been making a difference
in their discipline, in their teaching and in the community, nationally and internationally.
These are just some of the amazing stories. A full list of the research undertaken by Ara
researchers in 2018 is included, to illustrate the benefit to our community, and awards
which highlight national recognition of our researchers.
We look forward to growing more connections with our community to inspire more great
research.

Dr. Margaret Leonard
Manager Research

George Nelson
Deputy Chief Executive
Academic, Innovation and Research

The image on the front cover comes from Tiritiri-o-matangi-reia, the carved pou
that stands outside Te Puna Wānaka at Ara. The narrative of this pou speaks to the
attainment of knowledge according to mātauranga māori (Māori understanding, world
view and knowledge). The image itself focuses on the ipurangi or tattooed forehead
which is the section of the mataora (facial tattoo) that recognises the knowledge
acquired by the person in question. Te Puna Wānaka acknowledges all contributions
contained in this publication and encourages greater focus on the connection,
reflection and celebration of Mātauranga māori moving forward.
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International success for New Zealand Disability Theatre

Dr. Tony McCaffrey

Dr. Tony McCaffrey’s experience includes acting, writing, directing and teaching theatre. For the past thirteen years at Ara Institute of Canterbury he has been teaching the Bachelor of Performing Arts degree at NASDA (National Academy of Singing and Dramatic Art) and postgraduate degrees in performing arts.

Since 2004 Tony has been closely involved in researching performance by actors with intellectual disabilities as the director and co-producer with Different Light Theatre Company in Christchurch. Different Light is one of a very few companies worldwide creating such theatre and has gained international success, having been invited to perform at festivals such as the Ludus Festival in Leeds. Tony has presented papers about this work at conferences around the world including Stanford University, the Sorbonne and Shanghai Theatre Academy.

Tony’s research has been published in academic journals and he has contributed a chapter to The Routledge Handbook of Disability Arts, Culture and Media. His book Incapacity and Theatricality: Politics and Aesthetics in Theatre Involving Actors with Intellectual Disabilities has recently been published in the Routledge series Advances in Theatre and Performance Studies.
Tony McCaffrey never expected it would be his life project that puts Christchurch on the map. But Tony’s passion to include people with disabilities in theatre gained worldwide attention with remarkable outcomes. He is now at the forefront of research and practice in a growing global movement.

It all started around 15 years ago when he was asked by Christchurch City Council to run a series of workshops.

“I agreed to teach some classes but wasn’t sure what to expect when I started working. When the classes came to an end I didn’t want the work to stop. That is why I developed Different Light as a theatre company.

“Different Light is Christchurch-based but we have had people from Japan, Belgium and the United States come over here to work with us. When we started there weren’t many companies like this in the world so people wanted to engage with us and see how we operate.”

The current company comprises a core group of six performers. Tony shapes what the actors devise and directs the productions. The group process consists of long periods of planning and rehearsing before putting on a show. The latest one, The History of Different Light, is to be presented at the Christchurch Arts Festival. It is an attempt to let the performers tell their own stories of the past fifteen years and to show who or what appeared and disappeared over that time.

Since founding the theatre company Tony has seen productions with actors with intellectual disabilities beginning to appear on main stages and arts festivals throughout the world. According to him such performances challenge and redefine ideas about the politics and aesthetics of theatre.

Tony undertook a PhD in Theatre and Film Studies as he was curious to find out what was happening in other parts of the world and how disability theatre has developed historically. His PhD has led to the book Incapacity and Theatricality and an increased profile for Different Light Theatre. The work has attracted worldwide attention and puts Christchurch at the forefront of research and practice in this growing movement.

Tony is pleased that his research has received the highest level of international recognition in the latest Performance Based Research Fund (PBRF) New Zealand assessment. The book focuses on key moments in the global history of performance by actors with intellectual disabilities across different media. It gives an account of the processes and performances of groups similar to Different Light. Performances by companies including Back to Back Theatre and Theater HORA, which are written about in the book, show that apparent limitations can create exciting new creative possibilities.

“Through my book and my work I want to show that people with disabilities, especially people with intellectual disabilities, can do many, many things. They can have many different kinds of intelligence. Once you spend time with a person you learn what they can do, not just what they can’t do.”

Tony says his research also showed the complex and politically interesting relationship between people with intellectual disabilities and people deemed not disabled. In the current political and ecological environment, people with intellectual disabilities are not the only people who appear to be disempowered and offered a pretence of inclusion and autonomy. At the same time, out of very unpromising conditions, they are creating interesting and thought-provoking performances.

He acknowledges his debt to Ara and his colleagues. “I’m really lucky that Ara has supported me and the performers to make this work and to present it at conferences and festivals in Australia, the United States and the United Kingdom.”

The group is planning to go to Galway in Ireland in 2020 to present at the International Federation for Theatre Research, participate in the Arts Festival and liaise with Irish disability theatre companies.

Tony is currently planning another book to be published by Routledge with the working title Giving Voice: Making Theatre with Actors with Intellectual Disabilities. The book will be part written by him and part written and illustrated by the performers themselves.
Documenting landscapes under threat

John Maillard

John Maillard studied film, photography and animation at the Surrey Institute in the UK. He was a commercial photographer and photojournalist before starting a Master's degree in photography, which he combined with User Experience Design (UX) and User Interface Design (UI).

He began teaching web design at Ara Institute of Canterbury in 2002 and was made Head of Photography in 2004. He currently teaches or supervises photography, interactive design and game design to students in the Bachelor of Design and has also supervised Master's students at Ara.

John has exhibited in galleries around New Zealand and the United Kingdom for more than three decades. He has published or collaborated on four books about native plants, New Zealand landscapes and cultural history.
If you had to describe Christchurch in a word, which one would you choose? John Maillard asked the residents of Christchurch to suggest words that represent Christchurch, the people, the cultures and the languages of the city, to create a River of Words. The resulting animation is a semi-permanent outdoor exhibition that was commissioned by the Christchurch City Council and was selected as a two-year legacy project from the Botanic D’Lights festival in 2018.

The changing interactive animation on Cashel Street is updated regularly and the work fits neatly into the ecological landscape theme of John’s photography, using words and animation in place of the photographic image. For Language Week 2018, John worked with Ara’s Te Puna Wanaka students to transform the River of Words project into Te Reo.

John describes himself as a traditional landscape photographer and a quiet environmental protester. His work lies in creating photographic, interactive and installation works that represent an alternative view to the common perception of New Zealand as a ‘scenic wonderland’.

“My research is about photography and the notion of ‘the marks of man’ on the landscape. The landscape is presented as natural, whereas it has been manipulated, changed and decimated by humanity. Look at the Port Hills.”

John draws inspiration from past photographers who were environmentalists, like Ansel Adams. Adams was instrumental in the birth of the American National Park system through showcasing his landscape photography of the American West and educating the public about the fragility of the environment.

New Zealanders need to be alert to, and re-evaluate their relationship with the environment, as it is being exploited as a commercial resource, rather than acknowledged as an essential part of the biosphere.” John’s approach is that of a quiet, philosophical photographer, rather than an artist who relies on visual shocks to draw people’s attention to an issue. “In my opinion, photography should be about contemplation, meditation and record keeping. My images honour and document the landscape which is under threat.”

John has recently started to exhibit his work internationally. A visit to John’s studio by the Curator of the Turchin Center for the Visual Arts at the Appalachian State University in North Carolina led to an invitation for John to exhibit at their international exhibition Art from Down Under: Australia to New Zealand. They selected John’s time-based photograph Punakaiki which was made by using a scanner in the back of an old plate camera. Being studio equipment, it had to be re-engineered for use outdoors. John used long exposure times to build an image, so that light and time are captured. In this image the scanner and waves moved in opposite directions. This distorted the natural movement of the water creating an alternative view of the world captured by the camera. The exposure time was half an hour. “I knew if the light changed the photograph would be ruined because of digital aberration.”

For his next research project, John is experimenting with the idea of combining images and sounds. “I still want to work visually, and photography is still the most important thing, but I also want to bring sound into the picture. The thing about creative research is that when you come up with a starting point you don’t know where you’ll end up.”
Where are all the men?

Nursing’s future workforce
Dr. Isabel Jamieson
Dr Isabel Jamieson has been at Ara Institute of Canterbury for around 18 years, teaching on the Bachelor of Nursing. Currently she is the Programme Coordinator for the graduate entry to the nursing programme, the first of its kind in New Zealand. Her clinical background is in the operating theatre and infection control where she spent almost 20 years before she started teaching. Her research builds on her PhD on nursing workforce development.

John Withington
John Withington is a nursing lecturer at Ara, a position he has held since 2010. Previously he worked in a variety of clinical nursing, midwifery and health management roles, primarily in rural and remote Australia.

Dianne Hudson
Dianne Hudson is a nursing lecturer who has been working at Ara since 2015. Prior to that she was a clinical lecturer for the Bachelor of Nursing. Her clinical experience is working in emergency departments and in cardiology.

While women have made significant inroads into traditionally male health professions, men remain poorly represented in nursing in Western countries. For decades the numbers have remained around 10%. In order to best serve people’s health needs, the nursing profession needs to reflect the diversity of the population.

Research on graduate programmes overseas suggests that postgraduate programmes are attractive to men as they see it as a fast track to a more satisfying career in the nursing profession.

When Ara, in conjunction with the University of Canterbury (UC), began offering the graduate entry programme, research staff at Ara and UC noted that the initial cohorts had a higher proportion of male students, compared to the undergraduate Bachelor of Nursing course.

Isabel Jamieson notes:

“Through our own study we wanted to find out why men were interested in nursing at that stage in their lives and in their careers, and if a generic degree gave them a social contract to say it’s ok now I’m doing nursing instead of starting out in nursing as a school leaver.”

The research project *Men in nursing: Fast track graduate entry* is important because, to date, no published literature exists about students enrolled in nursing graduate entry programmes in New Zealand.

The data was collected by interviewing male students who were enrolled in the UC/Ara graduate entry programme from 2014-2018.

Two primary themes were evident:

1. The participants were in search of a satisfying career
2. The time was right.

According to John Withington: “One of the main outcomes of the research was the dismissal of the notion that men who choose nursing as a career want to move into senior manager positions i.e. a ‘glass elevator’. The men in this study were very clear that they were primarily motivated by a desire to help people and to become expert nursing clinicians.”

The results of the research were presented at the National Nurse Education Conference in Melbourne, Australia, in 2018 where John was awarded Best Presenter. Collaborative research projects like this strengthen the already close relationships between UC and Ara researchers.
Ivor Heijnen

Ivor Heijnen has worked in the sustainability and outdoor education sector for around 12 years. Initially he was an adventure guide and instructor, now he is a lecturer in the Sustainability and Outdoor Education programme at Ara Institute of Canterbury.

In 2018, Ivor completed his Master’s degree in Social Science at Lincoln University and was awarded the 2019 Best Master’s Thesis in Geography Award from the New Zealand Geographical Society Inc.

Currently he is teaching theory and practical courses in environmental science, education for sustainability, safety management, adventure tourism, tramping and rock climbing.

Ivor believes in experimental and critical approaches to education, which allow students to explore and examine their values and behaviours. This approach aims to establish clear links for the students between their learning activities and future professional roles in the sector.
The Port Hills. The importance of place.

They are visible on the skyline to the South from most of Christchurch, the familiar volcanic ridge that divides the city and plains from the hilly Banks Peninsula. But how well do local residents actually know the Port Hills?

For Ara Sustainability and Outdoor Education specialist Ivor Heijnen, the Port Hills are an outdoor classroom with layers of recreational opportunities, cultural context, sustainability issues and solutions, and historical markers that collectively give us a sense of not just where, but who, we Cantabrians are.

“The Port Hills are an important area for me. Over the past 10 years I’ve spent a lot of time there with my friends and family and I’ve been living on or near the Port Hills at all times as well. So many of my important life experiences took place there.”

For that reason it came as no surprise that he chose this popular area for his Master thesis From Place - Responsive to Place - Constructive Outdoor Education: A Case Study of the Port Hills - an analysis of the way Christchurch’s outdoor educators are using the Port Hills in their practice.

With his thesis completed, Ivor also created a practical resource for Christchurch’s teachers to learn more about the Port Hills, take their students there and pose some interesting questions to them, such as: What can we contribute to the Port Hills? This is a central idea for Ivor.

“Constructive is in the title because it means the student-Port Hills relationship can be and should be reciprocal, so it is not only about what we can get from the Port Hills but what can the Port Hills get from us.” For his thesis Ivor selected eight outdoor educators from Christchurch who regularly take students for lessons to the Port Hills. “I didn’t want to do a mass survey and ask all teachers in Christchurch because that didn’t fit with my view. Rather, I wanted to be more in depth with my methodology. I was looking for a wide spread of educators from primary schools through to tertiary institutions. I didn’t select each participant based on demographics but I wanted to make sure I had a broad range of people.”

Ivor conducted two interviews with each of the educators. The first one was a structured sit-down interview that followed a set of questions. The participants were invited to bring along maps and photos that were discussed. The second interview took place during a one hour to 90 minute walk at a place of importance to the participant in the Port Hills. This interview mostly covered follow up questions plus anything that came up during the walk.

“My thematic approach made it quite a complex analysis. I ended up looking at commonalities that people talked about. The mapping and visualisation also meant that I was able to find hotspots of activity and I wrote three little case studies within the thesis. They are about Victoria Park, Godley Heads and Castle Rock – three places with some uniqueness about them.”

Ivor said a couple of things stood out for him from his findings.

“One of my discoveries was how much the Port Hills are involved in the lives of outdoor educators. How truly important they are in so many different aspects of their lives and for their mental wellbeing. Not just theirs but also of their friends and families. I also found that people can interact with places in different ways. One way is the level of responsiveness to place. People can be anywhere, from very responsive to ignoring where they are and not paying any attention to their surroundings. Another way that people interact with a place is through giving back. In the Port Hills people are actively involved in track building and planting. I learned that primary schools in particular are very involved in projects like that.”

Ivor presented his research at the International Outdoor Education Conference in Australia last year. It is a premier international conference for the presentation of research in outdoor education and is held biannually, alternating between the northern and southern hemisphere. Ivor said it was a great opportunity to present to world leaders in this field. At the end of 2019 he is heading to Queenstown for the Australia New Zealand Association for Leisure Research conference to talk about walking, which is an emerging research methodology.
Dr. Kesava Kovanur Sampath

Dr. Kesava Kovanur Sampath was a physiotherapist before becoming an osteopath 11 years ago, upon graduating from Unitec Institute of Technology with his Master’s degree (Osteopathy). Kesava completed his PhD (Physiotherapy) at Otago University in Dunedin in 2018.

He started at Ara Institute of Canterbury in 2018 and is teaching courses in the new musculoskeletal degree which leads into the Postgraduate Diploma, a pathway to registration as an osteopath. This is the only four-year osteopathy qualification in New Zealand.

Recently a new teaching clinic has been set up to give students practical experience in osteopathy and Kesava is highly involved in running it and teaching students in real-life situations.
Chronic pain is a major disruption to a person’s life and at the moment there is no golden bullet to treat it. The fact that Kesava Kovanur Sampath suffered from chronic pain himself plays a role in his desire to contribute to research on the topic.

“Pain is a key element that I deal with every day. Research shows there is evidence that what we do as manual therapists has an effect but the exact mechanism how it works needs more research. I wanted to know how manual therapy works.”

Kesava started looking into the sympathetic nervous system, which is responsible for our intuitive fight or flight response. According to Kesava this system may become dysfunctional for people who are in pain.

“There is a direct connection between pain and the sympathetic nervous system that made me look closer into this relationship. I also decided to look at cortisol, which is a hormone that the body releases when it’s under stress. It helps us to deal with the immediate situation, fight or flight, but if the body keeps producing cortisol for a long time it can get problematic in a number of ways. Background research shows that these two systems work together and may become dysfunctional.”

However, no manual therapy research previously had measured the sympathetic nervous system and cortisol within the same study. Kesava’s research was aimed at filling this gap in knowledge.

For the feasibility study, a trial was done on healthy men who were randomised into a ‘sham intervention’ group or a ‘spinal manipulation’ group. Only men were included in this study as both cortisol and testosterone can be influenced by the menstrual cycle. Through this feasibility study statistically significant changes in blood flow and hormone levels were found in the spinal manipulation group.

This led to the next phase, a cross-over trial with individuals who all suffered from Achilles tendinopathy. The subjects were males and females between 18 and 60 years. They were divided into two groups and received either a spinal manipulation or a sham intervention. One week later the groups were swapped over and received the other intervention. The outcomes, including hormone levels, blood flow and heart rate variability, were measured and Kesava found changes that made him curious.

“Our findings were surprising. Since it was done on a small scale we originally didn’t expect to see many changes. But in our last study we saw a significant improvement in hormone levels after the spinal manipulation. That was quite fascinating.”

Kesava’s plan is to build on the current findings and pursue further investigations through collaboration with other eminent researchers in this field in New Zealand and internationally. Ideally he would like to replicate the study in a clinical setting to access more patients and offer not only manual treatment but a package of treatments including manual and exercise therapies.
A toolbox for Pasifika student success

Sam Uta’i

Sam Uta’i has worked at Ara Institute of Canterbury for over 20 years, teaching in the ‘Next Step Centre for Women’. The Centre offers a wide range of courses to assist women to explore their options, update skills and develop confidence.

She has also taught other courses including Health & Wellbeing and Gagana Sāmoa – Samoan language.

Sam is a member of Ako Aotearoa’s - Pacific People’s Caucus, as a representative of the Pacific community and has recently been promoted to the Ako Aotearoa Board. She is an active participant in her community and helped with the development of the Ara Pasifika Advisory Group and the Pasifika strategy. She is also part of the SPACifically PACific collective of secondary and tertiary teachers which aims to support successful transition from school to tertiary study.

The Emerging Leaders Breakfast is now an annual event in the suite of activities for Pasifika secondary school students. Sam also chairs the Establishment Board of Trustees for Haeata Community Campus.
Throughout the Pacific, the turtle is an important cultural symbol and its shell patterns are believed to represent the concept of unity. The sea turtle is also known for its navigational skills. Therefore it is appropriate that a turtle was chosen to symbolise the factors that were identified in the research project Pasifika Success Indicators.

Sam was the Ara lead on the underpinning research, and the implementation and evaluation of a ‘Pasifika Success Toolkit’, targeting Pasifika student success.

This research project was a collaboration lead by the University of Canterbury (UC) with Lincoln University and Ara Institute of Canterbury. It was funded by Ako Aotearoa and was the first collaborative project for the three institutions in this area. The institutions have different student cohorts, with diversity across place of birth (New Zealand or the Pacific Islands), age, levels of study and gender. This allowed the views of a wide diversity of Pasifika students to be included.

The toolkit that was developed through this research included a definition of Pasifika success, a set of Pasifika Success Indicators, examples of good practice and a model for cultural responsiveness training and development.

The main aims of the project were:

• To understand how Pasifika learners define success,
• To learn more about the initiatives in place to enhance Pasifika success,
• To encourage use of the toolkit across the participating institutions and the tertiary sector.

Passion drew Sam to the project with the aim of incorporating the findings into Ara’s Pasifika Strategy, supporting Pasifika students.

Pasifika students across the three institutions were asked:

1. How do we know what we are doing to support Pasifika student success is working?
2. What does success mean to Pasifika students?

“I think what’s made the difference in this research is our experts are actually students who were in these tertiary institutions.”

Students from each cohort were interviewed by a person from a different institution so the students could feel comfortable expressing candid views in a safe environment.

Sam was part of the group that interviewed students based at UC and Lincoln University.

“We were really thoughtful about how we could get the voices of students into whatever we were producing.”

The team developed ideas and settled on various strategies after the interviews to feedback the findings of the research, which included workshops (fono) that staff from the different institutions attended.

Both Ara and UC also hosted their own workshops and staff said afterwards they now have a better understanding and more knowledge of Pasifika cultures and values, as well as being more motivated to implement strategies to help Pasifika learners succeed.

“My personal, ideal outcome is that Pasifika student achievement and retention improves hugely and that Pasifika staff are really clear about how they are contributing to the achievement of student, through the strategy.”

Another strategy was to showcase the success indicators on the shell of a turtle. The turtle outlines a wide range of indicators of success grouped under 5 C’s: Connect, Contextualise, Create, Cultivate and Construct.

Sam is not surprised at all about the themes. Being Pasifika herself she has had the same experiences as the students she interviewed.

Following the study, Sam and her colleagues presented the research at the Ako Aotearoa Regional Symposium on Teaching and Learning at Otago University and then at the European Society of Oceanists Conference in England in 2018. This important event is a well-known gathering of academics to discuss and promote Pasifika issues. Presentation at the conference was made possible through an Ara Foundation grant.

“The topic was pretty popular at the conference. People were really glad to talk about something that was values-based as opposed to academic-based.”

The research group published the toolkit on the Ako Aotearoa website and presented it nationally in a number of forums. The team’s research was also presented at the International Education Association Conference in 2017, where they received the “Best Workshop Award”. Sam is looking forward to working within Ara to implement professional development opportunities that have arisen from the research and toolkit.

To access the toolkit click here. ■
Supporting ‘learning as becoming’ processes with e-assessments for learning

Dr. Selena Chan

Dr. Selena Chan has been working at Ara Institute of Canterbury for 38 years and spent 18 of those undertaking education research.

As an education developer she works with staff to design their programmes and assists them to improve teaching, learning and assessment approaches. The findings and insights from her research inform the work of the Ara academic division and the wider vocational education and training sector.

A baker/pastry cook by trade, Selena taught students the profession for 25 years before switching from teaching to staff development.

She completed a Master's degree in Education in 2002 at Massey University. Her PhD was completed with Griffith University, Brisbane, and focused on the apprentice’s journey.

Over the last ten years Selena received project funding for nine projects from Ako Aotearoa, the New Zealand Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence. Two of these were national funded projects, one of which was completed in late 2018.
How do you become a baker, or carpenter? Attaining an occupational identity is important in life as we spend so much time at work. Understanding ‘learning as becoming’ underpins Ara’s approach to teaching and learning. Selena Chan’s work conceptualises how apprenticeships develop a professional identity through the phases of belonging, becoming and being. Her research clarifies and applies the influences that support the ‘learning as becoming’ approach in vocational education.

Selena said her interest in education research developed as she was doing her Bachelor and her Master’s degrees.

“The learning from completing these qualifications opened up my horizons to the possibilities for undertaking research into vocational education. In particular to use research to understand how learning in the trades area is enacted and to improve the teaching and learning experience for students in the trades sector.”

Her most recent research project is titled Multiliteracies-based e-assessments: Guidelines for effective assessment for learning in Level 2-5 programmes post qualification review. This project was co-funded by Ako Aotearoa and the New Zealand Qualifications Authority. Selena was the project leader in a collaboration with NIMT, Te Tapuae o Rehua and Unitec.

The main objective of the project was to construct guidelines for development and deployment of e-assessments through innovative e-assessment activities. In total there were seven e-assessment activities: three from Ara, one from NMIT, one with Te Tapuae o Rehua and two at Unitec. At Ara, the e-assessment activities centred around supporting the learning of how to kayak by using video (developed by Steve Chapman, Sustainability and Outdoor Education), evaluating apps to help cookery students improve their vocabulary to describe what food tastes like (developed by Cheryl Stokes - Hospitality and Service Industries) and supporting quantity surveying students on work experience with OneNote class notebook.

Previously most e-assessment activities were centred on text-based summative assessments and focused on the prevention of plagiarism. The multiliteracies e-assessment project took a much wider perspective on assessments for learning (formative assessments) by envisioning digital technologies as enablers for feedback on learning. Feedback from digital technologies can be in the form of learning analytics e.g. graphs from a virtual welding simulator or through online discussion with peers.

The project was conducted with a qualitative method that included an interpretive/constructivist approach to understand how people learn.

“This is because human experiences cannot be confined to black or white, right or wrong answers. The many influences on human lives mean there is no one-size-fits-all answer. Research can only report on perspectives attained from studies set in specific contexts and situations and give an understanding of said perspectives followed by proposed avenues for support.”

The outcomes of the research project were refined into guidelines that can be accessed on the Ako Aotearoa website and publications on the individual projects are forthcoming.

Impact evaluations of this as well as Selena’s other projects show that they have had a big influence on how learning a trade is now viewed. Specifically that learning a trade is a complex journey that requires focused support for students from ITOs, tutors, workplace trainers and managers.

Selena is currently writing a book with the title Processes, pedagogy and technology enhanced: Learning a trade which is set to be published in 2020 by Springer. This book collates the main themes that have guided her research through the last decade.
The 5Ms
Modelling
construction productivity
The construction industry not only makes a remarkable contribution to the performance of the economy of a country but it also serves as a significant source of employment. Failed construction projects and companies seem to be hitting the headlines frequently. Such news can have serious consequences not only for the company but also staff, contractors and the overall economy. In his latest research Serdar Durdyev has found that labour productivity correlates with wages and employment in the New Zealand construction context.

A well-performing construction sector is an essential building block in the socio-economic development of a country, which also enables the growth of other sectors.

Serdar was part of the first research team that used Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) as a methodology in construction productivity studies in Malaysia. SEM is an analysis technique that was used to quantify the relationship between factors influencing construction labour productivity. These factors can be categorised into five areas, called the ‘5Ms’; management, money, manpower, materials and machinery. Apart from the 5Ms, external factors are also hypothesized as latent factors having an impact on labour productivity.

“Construction productivity has been researched by a number of people but in the Malaysian context there was almost no research focusing on infrastructure, which is a leading sector in Malaysia. The Malaysian government is aiming to achieve higher productivity levels by 2020.”

Serdar said the SEM questionnaire that was developed for the research project was tested and approved by a panel of experts from different levels such as project managers, contractors, senior managers and academics who each had between 5-10 years of industry experience.

In most other studies about construction productivity, labour knowledge and skills have been reported to be the most important factors. However, this groundbreaking study, published in the prestigious *Journal of Construction Engineering and Management*, showed that frontline management teams are responsible for improvements in construction productivity performance. The research concluded that a project management team should familiarise themselves in depth with the planned works before dispatching tasks to the workers. This will result in more effective coordination of tasks. It is also essential to monitor feedback from site activities to better manage performance and be able to identify constraints that might impact on construction productivity.

Additionally, the research recommends implementation of an effective material management system to ensure timely delivery of materials. Continuous client support also significantly helps to enhance the commitment among industry professionals and can assist a management team to improve overall productivity performance.

For Serdar, the next step is to investigate the impact of various innovative delivery methods on construction productivity performance in New Zealand.
Time & raindrops creating unique images

Stefan Roberts

Stefan Roberts has worked at Ara Institute of Canterbury for almost 16 years in the Art and Design Department. During this time he was part of the changes the department underwent from teaching analogue photography and film to digital photography. He is teaching students in the Bachelor of Design, specialising in photography.

Stefan’s passion for photography started at an early age. His father, a keen amateur photographer, regularly took him to camera club meetings and over time he became fascinated with photography as a means of communication and expression.

In 2018 Stefan was awarded the Premier Award at the Walker & Hall Waiheke Art Awards.
Some photographers would consider their work ruined if water got on the negatives. Not Stefan Roberts. He has developed a unique way of creating art by using rainwater, pinhole cameras and long periods of time.

“My technique is very novel, mixing water and light together with an analogue camera to alter the formation of an image on light sensitive paper. The light sensitive paper forms a negative from which the final image is derived.”

Through experimenting and exploring new creative ways to take pictures he is also highlighting the importance of water as a crucial element that sculpts and nourishes the New Zealand landscape.

“While scientific research into environmental conservation issues is important, adding an artistic approach to the topic can give a general audience another doorway to enter the discussion.

“I want them to be thinking about the natural environment on a larger timescale. When people look at a picture and they realise that it represents such a long period of time it helps them to stand back and think about the environment from a bigger perspective over a longer period of time. It helps them think about how water plays out on the environment.”

Stefan got the idea for this project after one of his long exposure pinhole shots went wrong. “One time, when my camera developed a leak over the long time it was open, water entered and started to damage the paper. I was using paper negatives at the time. So that made me think about a way I could creatively use that result in image making.”

Stefan develops his pinhole cameras from upcycled materials. He uses recycled tins and cans and adds special coatings to them to make them resilient for exposure in the outdoors. He also adds a funnel for the rainwater to trickle into the camera.

“Pinhole cameras are the most basic you can get. It’s basically a dark chamber with a pin prick opening within tinfoil. I work with very precise openings so I generate my own pinholes and I scan them with high-resolution scanners to measure them.

“So while there is the ability to develop an ideal opening for your camera, it is important to remember that I am working with such long periods of time and exposure. So many surprises can happen. The water can rot the paper so you have nothing in the end, or you can get a really beautiful image that you wouldn’t have predicted. There is definitely an incredible amount of chance, accidents and discoveries in my work.

“Allowing nature to contribute to the creative image making process is a journey full of surprises. You cannot predict the effect of water in the final image.”

The pinhole cameras are placed in locations that feature water in the landscape such as the foothills of the Alps or in bays around Banks Peninsula. They can remain in the same spot for up to a year. The pictures start off as an analogue paper negative but to print them and archive them, the negative needs to be re-photographed and then inverted using Photoshop.

Stefan says he has to interpret the tones to create the toner range that gives the image its final look. He also cleans up dust spots and blemishes. The project is still in the making with the aim to exhibit around 12 pictures next year.

Over the last few years his art has been exhibited as a finalist in 14 competitions and three images have recently won awards:

- The National Contemporary Art Award in 2017 - exhibited in the Waikato Museum.
- The New Zealand Painting and Printmaking Art Award 2017 - exhibited at the Hamilton Gardens Arts Festival.
- Walker & Hall Waiheke Art Award 2018 - exhibited at the Waiheke Community Art Gallery.
2018 Research Outputs

Academic Services

Chapter in Book


Conference Contribution - Other

Department of Creative Industries

Authored Book

Chapter in Book

Creative Work - Exhibition


Creative Work - Other


Botanic Gardens & Art Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand.

Creative Work - Performance


Christchurch Symphony Orchestra.


Creative Work - Film, Video, Musical Recording


Journal article

Oral presentation


Other Form of Assessable Output


Department of Computing

Conference Contribution - Other


Conference contribution - Published


Department of Business

Authored Book


Conference Contribution - Other


Conference contribution - Published


Journal article


Department of Engineering and Architectural Studies

Journal article


Second degree graduate entry nursing, the New Zealand experience: Why nursing? Why now? Why fast track? Oral presentation at the 7th International Nurse Education Conference, Banff, Canada.
Hughes, M., Kirk, R., & Dixon, A. (2018, May). Direction and delegation. It should have been resilient and resourceful. Oral presentation at the 40th New Zealand Nurses Organisation Enrolled Nurse Conference, Christchurch, New Zealand.

Conference contribution - Published

Journal article

Oral presentation
Hughes, M. E. (2018, 6 October). Direction and delegation the findings and recommendations from a research study in 2017. Presented to the New Zealand Nurses Organisation, Southern Region Enrolled Nurse Section, Dunedin Hospital, Dunedin, New Zealand.

Department of Science and Primary Industries
Journal article

Department of Hospitality and Service Industries
Journal article
Conference Contribution - Other

Research prizes

Department of Creative Industries
Stefan Roberts
Walker & Hall Waieheke Art Award 2018 - Winner of the Premier Award. The curator and judge for this award was Noel Ivanoff, Director MFA Programme, Whitecliffe College of Arts & Design.

Department of Nursing, Midwifery and Allied Health
Robert Withington
Awarded Best Presenter at the 17th National Nurse Education Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 1-4 May 2018.